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the ATLAS eletromagneti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ATLAS Eletromagneti Barrel Liquid Argon Calorimeter
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Abstrat
The onstrution and assembly of the two half barrels of the ATLAS entral
eletromagneti alorimeter and their insertion into the barrel ryostat are de-
sribed. The results of the qualiation tests of the alorimeter before installa-
tion in the LHC ATLAS pit are given.
(submitted to Nul. Instrum. Methods A)
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1 Introdution
The eletromagneti barrel alorimeter of the ATLAS experiment at CERN's
future proton-proton ollider, the LHC, is a lead-liquid argon sampling alorime-
ter with aordion shaped absorbers and eletrodes. Calorimetry will be a ru-
ial tool for the understanding of proton-proton ollisions at the LHC, sine
many physis proesses will manifest themselves through nal states with ele-
trons or photons: W and Z prodution, H ! , H ! 4e, H !WW . Preise
measurements of the properties of the eletrons and photons is of utmost
importane, and dynami range, resolution and uniformity are the main pa-
rameters to be optimized. From physis simulations[1℄, it has been determined
that the eletromagneti alorimeter should meet the following requirements:
 For a Higgs boson deaying to two photons or to four eletrons, in the mass
range from 90 to 180 GeV/
2
, ATLAS should measure the Higgs mass with
1% preision using the alorimeter system alone. This translates into the
requirements of a sampling term of less than 10%=
p
E, assoiated with a
onstant term better than 1%.
 The alorimeter must be able to separate the two photons from a 
0
deay
up to transverse energies of 60GeV.
 The dynami range has to over 30MeV up to 1TeV, i.e. from the typial
noise level in one single ell up to the single ell energy deposition expeted
in the ase of the deay of a heavy Z
0
or W
0
with masses up to 6TeV=
2
.
Liquid argon alorimetry has been hosen for ATLAS beause of its intrinsi
linear behaviour, stability of the response over time and radiation tolerane.
The aordion geometry has been hosen beause it allows a very high gran-
ularity and a very good hermetiity, sine the high voltage and signal ables
run only at the front and bak faes of the detetor. In addition, the aordion
geometry minimizes indutanes in the signal paths, allowing the use of the
fast shaping needed for operation with 25 ns bunh intervals between ollisions
at LHC.
The rst studies of liquid argon alorimetry for LHC date bak to 1990[2{5℄.
A \2 meter" long prototype was built by the R&D ollaboration RD-3, to
evaluate the performanes of liquid argon alorimetry for a LHC experiment.
After the hoie of the liquid argon tehnology by the ATLAS ollaboration
for its eletromagneti alorimetry in 1995, the geometry of the detetor and
1
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the design of its elements (absorbers, eletrodes, G10 bars, rings, et.) were
reassessed in view of assembly line prodution, using the experiene gained
with the 1992 prototype. The assembly line prodution onept was validated
by the onstrution in 1998 and extensive testing of a seond prototype, alled
Module 0, using nal or lose to nal series elements for its onstrution. The
fabriation of some of the elements of the alorimeter, like the absorbers,
started in the beginning of 2000, and the staking of the modules took plae
between 2001 and mid-2003. During the staking, four modules were studied
in beam tests.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, a general desription of the
barrel alorimeter is given and the onstrution of the main elements ne-
essary to assemble a barrel module is desribed. The staking of the barrel
modules is the subjet of setion 3. The old eletronis and the abling of a
module are desribed in setion 4. The dierent monitors assoiated with the
alorimeter are detailed in setion 5. A desription of the barrel ryostat and
assoiated feedthroughs is given in setion 6. The assembly of 16 modules in
a half barrel is desribed in setion 7. The insertion of the two half barrels in
the barrel ryostat and the qualiation tests performed at room and liquid
argon temperature on the entire alorimeter are the subjet of setion 8. The
main results of the alibration of the 4 modules tested with an eletron beam
are summarized in setion 9. Finally, the onlusions are given in setion 10.
2 Calorimeter desription
The ATLAS eletromagneti barrel alorimeter, shown in Fig. 1 and desribed
in detail in [6℄, is made of two half barrels, entered around the z-axis (ATLAS
beam axis). One half barrel overs z > 0 (pseudorapidity  > 0) and the
other one z < 0 ( < 0), from jj = 0 to jj = 1:475; the length of eah half
barrel is 3.2m, the inner and outer diameters are 2.8m and 4m respetively.
The alorimeter is loated behind the superonduting solenoid, in the same
ryostat and weighs 114 ton. Sine the material in front of the alorimeter
amounts to about 1.5X
0
on average, the barrel alorimeter is omplemented
with a liquid argon presampler detetor plaed in front of its inner surfae,
over the full  range.
A half barrel is made of 1024 aordion shaped absorbers, interleaved with
readout eletrodes. The eletrodes are kept in the middle of the gap by spaers.
The drift gap on eah side of the eletrode is 2.1mm, whih orresponds to a
total drift time of about 450 ns for an operating voltage of 2000V.
One assembled, there is no disontinuity along the azimuthal angle; but
for ease of onstrution, a half barrel is divided into 16 modules. The total
6
thikness of a module is at least 22 radiation lengths (X
0
), inreasing from
22X
0
to 30X
0
between jj = 0 and jj = 0:8, and from 24X
0
to 33X
0
between
jj = 0:8 and jj = 1:3.
A module (Fig. 2) has three ompartments in depth (front, middle, bak).
The readout granularity of the dierent ompartments is shown in Table 1
for  < 1:3. In total there are 3424 readout ells per module, inluding the
presampler ells.
Table 1
Readout segmentation and depth (in X
0
) of the ompartments of a barrel module
and its assoiated presampler setors for  < 1:3.
Compartment   X
0
Presampler 0:025 2=64 0.08 to 0.15
Front 0:025=8 2=64 2.5 to 4.5
Middle 0:025 2=256 16.5 to 19
Bak 0:050 2=256 1.4 to 7
2.1 Module omponents
The main omponents of a module are listed below:
 Absorbers: the absorbers (Fig. 2 and 3) are made of lead plates (thikness
1.53mm for  < 0:8, 1.13mm for  > 0:8), glued between two 0.2mm
thik stainless steel sheets by resin-impregnated glass ber fabri. The two
lead thiknesses have been hosen to ensure a depth of at least 22X
0
2
for
the alorimeter. The derease in lead thikness after  = 0:8 limits the de-
rease of the sampling fration at high . The ber fabri ompensates for
the dierene in thikness of the two types of lead plates so that the nom-
inal thikness of an absorber is 2.2mm. The stainless steel sheets provide
mehanial strength to the absorber.
 G10 preision bars: at the inner and outer edges, eah absorber is enased
into the groove of a preision mahined G10 berglass-epoxy omposite
bar. The purpose of these bars (Fig. 4) is to position eah absorber with
respet to its neighbours, and also to provide spae for the onnetors of
the eletrodes. The ultimate geometrial auray of the assembled ylinders
is a diret onsequene of the preise mahining of the azimuthal ontat
surfaes of the bars.
2
Inluding the material in front, the minimal depth is 24X
0
.
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 Outer and inner rings: 7 stainless steel outer rings support and give rigidity
to a half barrel. Eah ring (Fig. 5) is made of 16 ring-piees orresponding
to the 16 modules. Similarly, 8 omposite inner rings help to dene the
inner geometry of a half barrel. Eah inner ring (Fig. 6) is also made of 16
ring-piees.
 Eletrodes: the readout eletrodes (Fig. 7) onsist of three ondutive opper
layers separated by insulating polyimide sheets. The two outer layers are at
the high voltage potential; the inner one is used for reading out the signal
through apaitive oupling. Eah gap between two absorbers is equipped
with two eletrodes: typeA ( < 0:8) and typeB ( > 0:8).
 Spaers: the spaers keep the eletrodes entered between two onseutive
absorbers. Eah spaer (Fig. 8) onsists of strips of honeyomb laid on the
at setions of the aordion absorber.
2.2 Presampler
The presampler is needed to orret for the energy lost upstream of the
alorimeter, espeially at low energy. For this purpose a separate liquid ar-
gon presampler, providing shower sampling in a thin liquid argon layer (11
mm in depth), is plaed in front of the eletromagneti alorimeter inside the
ommon barrel ryostat. It is made of 64 idential azimuthal setors (i.e. 32
for a half barrel). Eah setor is 3.1m long and 0.28m wide thus overing the
half barrel length and giving a overage in  and  of 1.52 and 0.2 respetively.
It is omposed of eight dierent sized modules with a length inreasing with
 to obtain the same  overage of 0.2 for eah module exept the one at the
end of the barrel whose  overage is redued to 0.12. The eight modules of
a setor are housed in an external envelope whih onsists of a 0.4mm thin
glass-epoxy shell. Details of the ontrution an be found in ref.[7℄.
The modules are made of interleaved athode and anode eletrodes glued
between FR4
3
plates. The eletrode spaing slightly varies with presampler
module type from 1.9 and 2.0mm. The athodes are (270  30)m thik,
double-sided printed iruit boards while the (330
30
40
)m thik anodes have
3 ondutive layers separated by nominally 150 and 130m FR4 layers. The
required granularity ( = 0:025,  = 2=64) for eah module is obtained
by putting together the appropriate number of anodes in the  (or z) diretion
and by subdividing (i.e. ething) eah anode into two halves in the -diretion.
A +2kV high voltage potential is applied to the outer layers of the anodes
and the signal is readout through apaitive oupling to the entral layer
at ground potential. Eah anode has four 1M
 surfae-mounted resistors to
feed the high voltage. Quality assurane tests of the anodes prior to module
3
Fiberglass epoxy omposite.
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prodution inlude a > 24 hour HV test at 3 kV, a measurement of the leakage
urrent at this voltage and a RC-measurement to verify the onnetivity of the
dierent layers and the soldered resistors. The anode prodution and quality
is doumented separately [8℄. Fig. 9 shows a presampler module.
A mother board whih is a ve layers printed iruit is mounted on eah
module. The mother boards, whih ome in eight dierent sizes to math
the modules, ollet signals from the readout ells. In addition the mother
boards are equipped with a set of aurate surfae-mounted resistors (0.1%
and 25 ppm/
Æ
C) for the injetion of alibration pulses.
The same type of HV, alibration and signal ables (see subsetion 4.2.1) as
for the alorimeter are used. Two separate HV lines per pair of modules,
onneted to the two sides of the anodes, are used to prevent the omplete
loss of a module in ase of short-iruits.
Two assembly sites were used, eah equipped with a station for testing se-
tors in liquid nitrogen. Eah setor was rst measured at room temperature
with a test benh where the response to a low frequeny, 10 kHz, sinusoidal
signal injeted through eah of the HV ables was registered (alled TBF test
later). To eliminate deviations due to dierent read out ampliers being used
for dierent signal hannels, the response was also measured when the same
sinusoidal signal was injeted through the alibration ables. This allowed the
veriation of the onnetivity of all ables and anodes, inluding the 4 re-
sistors on eah anode. The test also inluded registering the response to a
triangular test pulse injeted through the alibration ables. The same tests
were then repeated at liquid nitrogen temperature. Any failed onnetivity
was, if possible, repaired and the old test repeated. Prior to the old test, a
voltage of 1 kV was applied to the anodes, for at least one night. Finally eah
setor was tested at 2 kV in liquid nitrogen for at least 24 hours.
A total of 66 setors, inluding 2 spares, have been produed and validated.
The validated setors were stored in dry nitrogen gas inside a box made of an
anodized extruded aluminium prole into whih the setor ould slide. This
limited the humidity until installation on the barrel alorimeter.
2.3 Absorbers
2.3.1 Lead sheet prodution
Thikness variations of the lead plates used to build the absorbers indue
loal variations of the alorimeter response, whih ontribute to the onstant
term. Typially, an inrease of 1% of the lead plate thikness leads to a 0.5%
derease of the measured signal.
9
The at lead sheets (1.53 and 1.13mm thik) were produed by a rolling mill
in industry. The thikness tolerane that the manufaturer was ready to guar-
antee, was 30m (rms of 17m). This would translate into a ontribution
of about 1% to the onstant term in the worst ase, when neighbouring ab-
sorbers had orrelated thikness utuations. To avoid suh ontributions to
the onstant term, two steps were taken:
 An X-ray measurement system was set up and used during the rolling oper-
ation to help the manufaturer in reduing the dispersion of lead thiknesses
within the allowed tolerane interval. With this real time monitoring of the
thikness, the operator ould reat very fast to drifts observed in the sheet
thikness. In addition, the measurement system provided the possibility to
rejet out-of-tolerane lead. In this way, the lead sheets delivered to the
ollaboration had a thikness r.m.s variation of 6.6m.
 An ultrasound measurement system, with an auray of a few m was
used to produe detailed thikness maps (on a 5 5 m
2
grid) for eah lead
plate. Using the fat that a typial shower develops, on average, in ve
onseutive absorbers, the detailed thikness maps of the plates have been
used to optimize the arrangement of onseutive absorbers, by ensuring
that neighbouring absorbers have opposite thikness utuations. It was
established [9℄ that the onstant term ould be estimated from the r.m.s.
variation of the normalized thikness of the lead plates, averaged over 5
onseutive plates. From the thikness measurements, it an be estimated
that the residual ontribution to the global onstant term arising from the
lead thikness utuations has been redued to 0.19% (Fig. 10).
2.3.2 Absorber fabriation
First, a at sandwih of stainless steel, resin-impregnated glass ber fabri
and lead plates was assembled from the separate parts. Then the at sandwih
was bent to an aordion shape, using a bending mahine with the following
priniple: the upper and lower bending knives of the mahine were positioned
with a preision of 0.1mm with respet to eah other and to the entral top
knife, whih was xed. The other knives ould be freed to move laterally. The
sandwih rst got pinhed between the two sets of knives. At this stage, the
knives were freed, and the upper knives were pushed down by the press, while
simultaneously all the knives moved laterally towards the xed knife in the
enter. The driving fore was the frition between the surfae of the sandwih
and the tips of the knives. After bending, the sandwih was ured at 125
Æ
C
in a heating press whih onsisted of two single-piee steel matries mahined
with a 0.02mm tolerane with respet to the absorber shape at 125
Æ
C. This
heating press applied a programmable pressure on the nished sandwih, up
to 7 bars, using mehanial jaks, and followed a omputer-ontrolled uring
yle. Sine the nal shape of the absorber was dened by the parameters
10
of the heating press rather than the bending press, it had been hosen to
use only one heating press (Fig. 11) to produe all the absorbers, to ensure
the best possible reproduibility of the nished absorber shape. After uring
and ooling down to room temperature, the G10 bars were glued to eah
absorber, using rotating stands, that allowed the aordion to ompress or
extend slightly to bring it to its nominal span. The uring of the glue was
done at room temperature and took one day.
Final ontrol of the geometry of the absorber was done using a 3D oordinate
measurement mahine. The measured geometrial quantities were : distane
between bars, length of folds, thiknesses at several plaes, absorber width and
angles between folds. Over the whole prodution period, typial measurements
like distanes between bars, absorber width, et., whose stability was essential
to ensure trouble-free staking of the absorbers, have shown stability of the
order of 0.1%, whereas the stability of the absorber thikness
4
(Fig. 12) mea-
surement was at the level of 1%. In a manner similar to the lead plates, it was
possible to dedue from the utuations of the absorber averaged thikness,
whih indue orrelated gap variations, a ontribution to the onstant term
of 0.07% (Fig. 13). The absorber thikness has also shown a onsistent pat-
tern over time, with the middle of the absorbers being typially 40m thiker
than the extremities. The orrelated gap variation indues a 0.29% maximal
variation of the signal along  diretion whih an be orreted for in the data
analysis.
2.4 G10 preision bars
On both sides, at small (inner) and large (outer) radii, eah absorber is glued,
over its full length, to a G10 preision bar (Fig. 4). A detailed drawing of
these inner and outer bars an be found in [6℄. These bars are azimuthally in
ontat with eah other and dene the exat ylindrial geometry of the whole
alorimeter at warm temperature. Their role is multiple: they maintain the
read-out eletrodes at their orret z-position, they protet and hold the signal
onnetors, they fasten the embedded absorbers radially ensuring a minimal
sagitta under gravity.
The material of the bars is berglass-epoxy, but with quite spei require-
ments on the temperature expansion oeÆients. The external and internal
bars must ideally have the same longitudinal ontration as the absorbers
(310
 3
, i.e. 3mm/m going from room temperature to liquid argon tempera-
ture). In addition, the external bars must have the same ontration oeÆient
in  as the outer rings whih are stainless steel (2:5 10
 3
) whereas a smaller
ontration oeÆient for the inner bars is needed in order to keep them in
4
The nominal thikness is 2.21 mm.
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ontat when old. This has been ahieved by industry, produing large sheets
of material made out of numerous tissue layers, eah woven with symmetri-
ally plaed glass bers. With an angle of 60
Æ
between the two diretions,
values of (3:01  0:05) 10
 3
and (2:25  0:10) 10
 3
respetively for the
longitudinal and the transverse oeÆients, have been ahieved. The thermal
ondutivity of the bars, important for the ool down and for the temperature
uniformity of the alorimeter was measured to be 0:35Wm
 1
K
 1
at room
temperature.
To get the best-possible geometrial auray of the ylinder, the thikness
of the bars as well as the projetive angles of both faes had to be retied
with high auray. After mahining, the umulative thikness of the 3m long
G10 preision bars was ontrolled for eah bath of 16 bars. Fig. 14 shows,
as an example, the distribution of 60 bathes of 16 bars. A preision better
than 0.02 mm for 16 bars (typially 5 m per bar) has been ahieved. The
bars are positioned in z and radius with respet to eah other by pins passing
through preision holes drilled in the bars. A preision better than 0.01mm in
radius and 0.03mm in z has been ahieved. The signal outputs of the read-out
eletrodes [12℄ pass through grooves mahined radially in the bars. Cut-outs
were mahined on the outside faes (inner and outer radius of the detetor)
to t the onnetors. The two eletrodes, type A and type B, were positioned
by means of preision holes (0.1mm auray) drilled into the eletrodes and
the bars.
After a pre-prodution order to qualify the bars on the Module 0 [28℄ the nal
order for the full bath of 4096 bars was plaed to industry. The manufaturing
of the raw material, the retangular raw bars preparation, the groove for gluing
the absorber, the preise hole drilling and the mahining of the nothes and of
the ut-outs were performed by industry. The grinding of both faes has been
done at CERN with an in-house developed grinding mahine. The prodution
of the raw material and mahining of the bars has taken two years.
2.5 Outer and inner rings
2.5.1 Outer rings
The 1024 absorbers making one half barrel alorimeter are srewed onto seven
non-magneti stainless-steel
5
rings [6℄. The aim of these supporting rings is
to give the neessary rigidity to the entire half barrel and to dene preisely
its geometry. These rings stand on the ryostat rails.
One ring is made of 16 ring-piees, 22:5
Æ
in , a ring-piee orresponding to
5
INOX 316LN.
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one module of 64 absorbers. The 16 ring-piees are srewed together with
Cu-Be bolts to form a omplete irle (the Cu-Be alloy has a slightly higher
thermal oeÆient than stainless steel, suh that the ring-piees are even more
tightened at old). The 16 ring-piees are idential and have a ross-setional
shape of an I-beam (Fig. 5) exept for the two ring-piees at the level of the
ryostat rail (see setion 6). The dimensions have been hosen so that the
deformation under the weight of the alorimeter is tolerable, i.e. less than
4mm (see Fig. 15).
The rings are spaed approximately 0.2 units of rapidity apart to ease the
abling of the eletronis. The weights supported by the seven rings are in
tons, respetively, 5.8, 6.7, 8.3, 9.1, 8.6, 9.1, and 9.4 from  = 0 to  = 1:2,
the weight of a half barrel being 57 ton. The ross-setional shape of the rst
ring, lose to  = 0, has been modied to give the neessary learane for the
middle ange of the old outer wall of the barrel ryostat.
For the assembly phase, the inner radius of the ring was the referene radius
on whih the external G10 bars of the 1024 absorbers were mounted. Speial
are has been taken to get a referene radius as lose as possible to its nominal
value (
+0:0
 0:1
mm) in order to avoid any learane between the external G10 bars.
To assemble a module, the ring-piees of the 6 rings from  = 0:2 to  = 1:2
were xed onto a module assembly bakbone. The role of this bakbone was
to give rigidity to the ring-piees, to give a referene in  and to allow the
mounting of a half barrel with 16 modules. In order to maintain the referene
radius, the outer radius of the ring-piee and the inner radius of the bakbone
supporting part were mahined to the same auray as the internal ring ra-
dius. To have a unique  referene for the 16 modules of a half barrel, a blank
assembly of the 16 bakbones and of the 6  6= 0 rings resting on them was
performed. A dowel pin going through eah ring-piee and the orrespond-
ing supporting part of eah bakbone maintained the referene in  during
staking.
A speial jig to measure the deformation and the stresses of a ring under the
weight of the alorimeter has been built. The radial deformations under a load
of 10 ton (5 ton) of the 12  6= 0 rings (2  = 0 rings) have been measured [11℄.
The maximal deformations were observed at the top (dereased radius) and at
the bottom (inreased radius) of the ring. The averaged values and the rms for
the 12  6= 0 rings were respetively (-2.00  0.15) mm and (3.20 0.15)mm.
The upper plot of Fig. 15 shows the radial deformation measured at the middle
of eah ring-piee of the prototype ring ompared to the results of the nite-
element alulation.
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2.5.2 Inner rings
The internal rings [6℄ full four funtions. During the assembly phase they
ensured the mehanial rigidity of the module at the internal radius level.
At old they provide a small tension of the absorbers in suh a way that
all absorbers are in extension, even those whih are loated at the bottom
of the alorimeter. At old, also, they index the absorbers so that the gaps
appearing at old are equally distributed between absorber G10 bars. Finally
they support the presampler rails.
The 8 rings of one half barrel are plaed lose to every  = 0:2 to ease the
abling of the eletronis. They are also made of 16 ring-piees, 22:5
Æ
in .
Bumps at the inner fae allow the xing of the presampler rails. These ring-
piees (Fig. 6) are 40mm wide and 10mm thik, exept at the level of the
bumps where the thikness is 20mm. The ring lose to  = 0 has a width of
20mm only. The spae between the presampler and the rings, about 10mm
in radius, allows the passage of the eletroni ables onneting the mother
boards to the path panel mounted at the end of the module. The gear-wheel
shape of the ring at its outer fae allows the indexing of the absorbers. Every
seond absorber is srewed on this internal ring. The ring-piees are made
of omposite material. Two titanium dowel pins are inserted at both ends to
allow the juntion of two ring-piees with titanium losing links.
The dierent thermal expansion oeÆients of the stainless-steel external
rings, of the absorbers, of the internal G10 bars and of the inner ring-piees
are suh that a small gap (0.024mm) appears at old between two onseu-
tive inner G10 bars. The gear-wheel shape of the inner ring at outer radius
ensures a regular sharing of these gaps. Furthermore, the inner rings are in
extension to avoid the ompression of the absorbers loated at the bottom of
the alorimeter. To full the preeding onditions, the inner ring-piees are
made of unidiretional G10. A speial jig has been built to qualify eah inner
ring-piee at their nominal tension: 2.3 ton for  > 0 ring-piees and 0.8 ton
for  = 0 ring-piees. The tolerane on the teeth of the ring-gear, 15m, has
to allow the mounting of the module and has to be as small as possible, sine
this tolerane ontributes diretly to the gap variation.
2.6 Eletrodes
The readout eletrodes, 275m thik, onsist of three ondutive opper layers
separated by insulating polyimide sheets. The two outer layers are at the high
voltage potential and the inner one is used for reading out the signal through
apaitive oupling. The granularity of the alorimeter in  and in depth is
obtained by ethed patterns on the dierent layers (Fig. 7). Eah gap between
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two absorbers is equipped with two eletrodes: typeA (jj < 0:8) and typeB
(jj > 0:8).
The three longitudinal ompartments have the following harateristis:
 The rst ompartment has been optimized for =
0
identiation. Its depth
is around 6X
0
, inluding about 1.6X
0
of dead material in front of the ative
part of the alorimeter. It is very ne grained in , with a granularity of
 = 0:025=8.
 The seond ompartment, from 6 to 24X
0
has been optimized to ontain
photon showers up to 50 GeV. Its granularity is  = 0:025.
 The third ompartment has an additional 2X
0
or more and has a granularity
of  = 0:05. This ompartment helps to reonstrut high energy showers
and to disern between hadroni and eletromagneti showers.
Seven dierent types of eletrodes would have been needed to over the entire
 range of a half alorimeter, if the eletrodes were to be within \industry
standard" dimensions (' 100 60 m
2
). To avoid diÆulties with the preision
mounting of the eletrodes and to redue the number of transition regions, we
have hosen to develop and produe \large" eletrodes of about 200100 m
2
,
to over the alorimeter with only two eletrode types.
The distribution of the high voltage to the outer layers of the eletrodes is
done by means of resistive silk-sreened pads of arbon-loaded epoxy ink. The
layout of the resistors and the properties of the ink have been dened with
the following main onstraints in mind:
 Avoid ross-talk between alorimeter ells in depth and protet the input
of the preampliers in ase of aidental disharges.
 Avoid more than one per mil voltage drop due to ion build up in the liq-
uid argon at high luminosity. To meet these two opposite onstraints, the
resistivity of the ink has to be between 0.1 and 1M
/2.
 Provide some redundany in the high-voltage distribution, where possible.
Flat eletrodes were produed in industry. The eletrodes were rstly heked
visually for misalignment between the layers, bad ething and gluing, silk-
sreening defets, mis-manipulation during fabriation. Then the resistane of
all the resistive pads and the apaitane of all the ells were measured using
automated test benhes. These measurements were also used to searh for
short-iruits, open onnetions and other anomalies. Finally, eah eletrode
had also to pass a high-voltage test.
Flat eletrodes have to be bent to aordion shape. The rst tehnique used
implied bending the eletrode bend-by-bend, with vertial knives ativated
one after the other to form folds at inreasing radii, pushing the eletrode into
a mould made to the nal shape of the bent eletrode. However, the elastiity
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of the eletrode material tends to inrease the fold angles after bending. To
ompensate for this, the eletrodes were ured a few hours in elastomer moulds
at a temperature of 140
Æ
C.
Later on, a dierent tehnique was applied. A press with a single knife was
used. The knife was pressed against the eletrode, with the eletrode lying on
a hard rubber base. In this way, the folds ould be overbent, so that one the
knife was removed, the required nal shape was obtained without uring. It
turned out that this seond method was better adapted to a good bending
than the rst one.
After bending, eletrodes were equipped with grounding springs, and the same
eletrial measurements as the ones performed on at eletrodes were redone,
to hek for any damage during bending, espeially on the silk-sreened resis-
tors. Inreases in the resistane value were indiations that the resistor had
started to rak. Suh raked resistors were repaired using silver ink. Finally,
high voltage tests were again performed, inluding a long duration test at
2.5 kV, before shipping the eletrodes to the three staking sites. More details
on the design, prodution and testing of the eletrodes an be found in [12℄.
2.7 Spaers
The eletrodes are kept entered in argon gap by the spaers. Nomex
r 6
paper impregnated with phenol-formaldehyde resin and with a honeyomb
struture was produed and ut into sheets by Hexel Composites (Belgium).
The sheets, (1:75  0:1)mm thik, were then ut into strips, to be put on the
at parts of the aordion straight setions, on both sides of the eletrodes. The
honeyomb ells are 3/8 inhes wide for most strips, but we used honeyomb
with 3/16 inhes wide ells for the strips in the rst and last half folds of
the aordion. The strips were assembled into aordion shaped sheets with
the help of 14 glue impregnated glass-ber threads, put on one side of the
honeyomb (Fig. 8). A sheet is about half the module length, and two sheets
are juxtaposed in z in a half gap. To avoid damaging the eletrodes, the
thread is always put on the absorber side during staking. Thus, two types of
spaers (\A" and \B" types, with thread at the \top" or at the \bottom")
were needed. The threads were put in plae by the use of the tool shown in
Fig. 16. To reet the 0.16mm opening of the gap along a fold, the tool had
an opening gap geometry, and the thread was more or less pressed into the
honeyomb. Four suh tools were put together in an oven to polymerize the
glue in the threads. This allowed four spaers (2 As and 2 Bs) to be built in one
thermal yle of 2 hours, leading to a typial rate of 16 spaers manufatured
6
Nomex
r
is a registered trademark of DuPont Company.
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per day
7
. The thikness of one spaer out of ten was inspeted on 28 spots on
the threads. This allowed us to monitor small (around 0.1 mm) drifts in the
thikness and to readjust the tools. The averaged density of the spaer (or its
transpareny) is about 32 kg=m
3
.
While staking the rst prodution module, high voltage problems were ex-
periened, whih ould be attributed to surfae ontamination of the spaers.
We thus deided to lean spaers individually in the laboratories by blowing
dry nitrogen and by vauum leaning, and to test all of them at 3 kV before
staking. In parallel, the fabriation in industry was transferred to a leaner
environment. The high voltage test was performed as follows: eah spaer was
put individually between two half-absorbers. The high-voltage was raised to
3 kV and the spaer was given four hanes to sustain this voltage during 3
minutes. About 90 to 95% of the spaers were aepted with this riteria and
put in the modules. The remaining 5 to 10% were then ured by being held
at 3.5 kV for ten minutes. A large number of sparks was observed, but with
no degradation of the spaer quality (no arbon deposit). After uring, the
spaers underwent a new 3 kV test, and most of them (95%) were aepted.
With these proedures, the number of gaps not holding 2 kV whih had to be
restaked was down to a few per module.
3 Module assembly
3.1 Cleaning
Upon reeption at the assembly site, the absorbers were thoroughly leaned
and stored in a lean area. Just before staking, absorbers and eletrodes were
leaned again. The spaer leaning desribed in the preeding setion was also
repeated just before staking. All the staking took plae in a lass ISO8
lean room, temperature ontrolled ((20  1)
Æ
C) and humidity ontrolled (<
50%).
3.2 Staking benh
The staking benh allowed for a relatively easy staking, a preise mehanial
assembly, and a number of mehanial and eletrial ontrols. The benh base
reeived the bakbone onto whih the modules were to be assembled. The
benh ould be rotated by 90
Æ
around the longitudinal axis: in the horizontal
7
This fabriation was done in Bretagne Composite, Frane.
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position one ould present a new absorber (or a new spaer or eletrode)
and plae it naturally on top of the previously staked piees. The vertial
position was used to perform mehanial measurements and to tighten the
xation srews, so that the geometry of the module was minimally aeted
by the sagging of the absorbers and by the fat that the module was not
yet omplete. The ontrol of the thikness of the stak is essential for the
detetor uniformity and for the nal assembly of modules in a half barrel.
Eletrial tests were performed during staking. The typial assembly rate
was 4 gaps/day for eah benh.
3.3 Proedure
The external ring piees were rst bolted to the bakbone. Their position in
 was xed by a hole-and-pin in the bakbone and the ring piee as desribed
above in setion 2.5.1. Nevertheless a areful inspetion and adjustment was
performed before xing ( 0:2mm). The bakbone was installed on the base of
the benh, and adjusted in all diretions ( 0:2mm). The z stop was adjusted,
whih dened the z loation of the absorbers. These adjustments were done
with the help of preision jigs whih gave the theoretial shape of a module.
The rst absorber was plaed on the benh (horizontal), then the bottom
spaers, then the eletrodes A and B, then the top spaers; the elasti pins
were put in plae, then the seond absorber. The xation srews, between the
absorber G10 bars and between the ring-piees and the external G10 bars,
were set in plae. The benh was rotated to vertial. Two rows of pneumati
jaks pressed on the external and inner bars of the stak. The xation srews
were tightened at a ontrolled torque. The proess was repeated 64 times. In
addition in gap 32, 6 temperature probes were glued on the absorber. In the
last gap, whih would be later opened for the nal half barrel assembly, the
spaers were speially xed.
3.4 Mehanial and eletrial ontrols during staking
The sagitta of the last staked absorber was measured at 3 z positions. Every
4 absorbers, the thikness of the stak was measured at the inner and external
bars, at 3 positions along z, using jigs as a referene (0:02mm). If the stak
was too thin by more than 0.05mm, the next gap was shimmed with 0.05mm
thik kapton piees put on G10 bars.
One a new gap was staked, the high voltage was set to 2.2 kV for a short
duration and the onnetivity was heked with the TBF test: a low frequeny
sinusoidal signal was fed to the HV lines and read out on the signal lines. The
response was heked against a referene pattern. Every night, the HV was
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set to 2.2 kV on the gaps staked during the day (typially 4). The urrents
were reorded and heked in the morning. Eah week-end a longer HV test
at 2 kV on the gaps staked during the week (typially 16) took plae. One
a module was fully staked, a longer HV test at 2 kV of at least 3 days on the
64 gaps of the module took plae.
3.5 Complete stak equipment and test
One the 64 gaps were staked, the geometry of the module was measured.
As there was still some elastiity of the inner radius thikness, it was xed
to the nominal value by external means. The inner rings were brought in. To
ensure a preise loation of the absorbers in the full detetor, there must be no
play between the indexing teeth of the inner rings and the absorber loations.
Sine the rings ould not be mahined with teeth to the needed preision, the
teeth were rst set in plae separately, then the inner ring was set in plae
and glued to the teeth.
The gap apaitane was measured in eah setor of  = 0:2. The uniformity
of gap thiknesses was heked (Fig. 17). Using the observed dispersions of the
sliding average over 5 onseutive gaps, whih were in the range 0.5% to 0.7%
depending on the module, a global ontribution to the onstant term of 0.16%
was estimated, using the 0.3 proportional fator between gap thikness vari-
ation and response variation[10℄. Table 2 summarizes the dierent mehanial
ontributions to the onstant term.
Table 2
Contributions to the onstant term of the dierent mehanial non-uniformities
lead thikness absorber thikness gap thikness
0.19% 0.07% 0.16%
4 Cold eletronis and abling
4.1 Summing boards and mother boards
The front setion of the EM barrel alorimeter is read out at the inner radius,
whereas the middle and bak setions are read out from the bak (outer ra-
dius). The readout is aomplished by several interonneted boards. These
inlude summing boards that generate analog sums from adjaent alorimeter
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gaps and mother boards for analog sums readout and for alibration pulses
distribution.
The summing boards are onneted to the eletrode onnetors grouping the
signals in  to the desired readout granularity (Table 1). Eah summing board
servies 16 eletrodes (=0.1). In the front setion all 16 eletrodes are
summed into one readout ell while the sums in the middle and bak have
ner granularity (=0.025, or 4 adjaent eletrodes). The boards are 10
layer PCBs with low-impedane 15
 strip-lines whose lengths are equalized
in  in order to ensure a low, lose to uniform, indutane of 25 nH aross all
readout setions of a summing board.
A mother board provides readout for a    of 0:2  0:2 zone. It an
over anywhere between 4 summing boards (typially in the bak setion) to
16 summing boards (in the high rapidity region of the front setion). Sine
eah mother board reads out a onstant rapidity region, the physial size of
the mother board inreases with rapidity. There are 7 dierent sizes varying
in rapidity for the bak setion, and 8 for the front setion, for a total of 14
bak and 16 front mother boards for eah barrel module.
The reeptales at the output of the summing board and the input of the
mother board are onneted via pins mounted on 2 thin PC-boards. Eah
hannel is then onneted twie. Eah pin requires an insertion/exertion fore
of over 100 grams and there are over 100 pin onnetions between eah mother
board and summing board. For the outer radius, one out of every two PC-
boards also houses a low apaitane transient voltage suppressor (TVS) [13℄
with a turn-on at 6V to protet against aidental disharges that may damage
the alibration resistors mounted on the mother board. A thin G10 board
eletrially separates the summing board and the mother board.
The mother boards route the outputs to the readout ables through a \low pro-
le" onnetor designed to minimize ross-talk between readout hannels. The
mother boards also inlude 0.1% at 90K preision tantalum nitride alibration
resistors (non-hygrosopi with a temperature oeÆient of 70  5 ppm=
Æ
C)
to distribute alibration pulses to all readout hannels. The value of the al-
ibration resistor in various parts of the detetor are hosen to math the ex-
peted urrents from partile showers: the strip setion uses R
inj
= 3k
, the
bak setion uses R
inj
= 1k
 while the middle setion uses 1 k
 for  < 0:8
and 500
 at higher rapidities. The alibration pulse is injeted at the ana-
log input to the mother board, the losest point to the origin of the analog
signals from the eletrodes. The length of the traes from the preision resis-
tive network to the injetion point are equalized for timing and terminated
with 50
 to avoid any reetions. The dierenes in the time-of-ight of par-
tiles oming from the vertex to dierent rapidity points in the alorimeter
are ompensated by adjusting the path lengths of the alibration signals on
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the mother board. This ensures that the relative timing between the trigger
system and the signal are the same for alibration and for partiles.
4.2 Cables and onnetors
4.2.1 Signal ables
In order to ope with the 25 ns interval between bunh ollisions of the LHC,
a fast shaping of the alorimeter signals is neessary. For this purpose, the
time onstant of the CR-RC
2
shaping amplier following the preamplier on
the same eletronis board was hosen to be 15 ns. At this frequeny, the a-
ble between the detetor ell (a apaitane) and the preamplier behaves
mainly as a transmission line. This means, in partiular that its apaitane
does not ontribute signiantly to the noise, even for able lengths of sev-
eral meters. Taking advantage of this fat, it was deided, for better reliabil-
ity, to put preampliers in the warm, in front-end rates loated on ryostat
feedthroughs.
A areful optimization of the able and preamplier, for the dierent detetor
ell apaitanes and able lengths (up to 4m) lead to the hoie of two groups
of able impedane and preamplier: 50
 for the presampler and alorime-
ter strip setion and 25
 for the middle and bak setions. Cables of 50

impedane are also used to arry alibration signals produed on dediated
boards, in the Front-End rates, down to the preision resistors loated on the
mother boards.
For pratial matters, the hoie was made to use mini oaxial ables, grouped
in bundles of 64, alled harnesses hereafter, with a onnetion at the module
end on path panels. Harnesses A go from mother boards to path panels, and
harnesses B from path panels to ryostat feedthroughs. The feedthroughs
themselves inlude short setions (' 25 m) of at ables of 33
 impedane
(a ompromise allowing a single type to be used for both the 25
 and the
50
 ables) whih are desribed in subsetion 6.2.
4.2.2 Cable design
The main onstraints imposed on the ables were:
 Compatibility with liquid argon operation: mehanial exibility at low tem-
perature, no pollution of the liquid argon.
 Resistane to radiation: stable eletrial performanes, orret mehanial
behaviour and absene of liquid pollution up to 10MRads and 5x10
15
n=m
2
.
 Small diameter.
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 Low attenuation, low ross-talk, negligible pik-up.
 Impedane uniform to better than  10%.
 Propagation speed onstant so as to indue less than 2 ns time dispersions
for 6m ables.
 Aordable ost.
After several tests, the hoie was made to use Cu-Ag oaxial ables with rolled
polyimide as dieletri. For both 25
 and 50
 ables, the external diameter is
1.2mm with a braided outer ondutor of 63m wires. The entral ondutor
is a single wire 200m in diameter for 50
 ables, and a bundle of 7 wires,
127m diameter eah for the 25
 ables.
4.2.3 Connetors
The end of A harnesses onneted to mother boards is a low prole onnetor,
5 mm thik, this hoie minimizing the dead liquid argon thikness in front of
the module. At the other end, at the path panel, the A and B harnesses are
onneted through a male-female pair of 100-pin miro-D onnetors
8
. While
64 pins are used for signal transmission, ground onnetions are grouped by 2
on one pin. All grounds are anyhow ommon at the mother board and at the
feedthrough, (see subsetion 6.2). Miro-D onnetors were hosen for their
small size and proven reliability. The last onnetor, between harness B and
the feedthrough is an ATI ustom developed onnetor. Two rows of 32 pins
arry the signals, while the ground is hannelled on eah side of the onnetor
by a spring blade, to the pin arrier of the orresponding feedthrough slot. All
ontat surfaes and pins are gold plated.
4.2.4 Quality ontrol
An automated test benh [14℄ at the able prodution plant
9
monitored the
quality of all ables. Cable oils and=or harnesses not fullling the riteria were
rejeted. Fig. 18 shows the impedane of eah able oil and Fig. 19 shows the
distributions obtained for the propagation time along 4m long ables. Radia-
tion resistane was assessed by measuring the eletrial properties of a given
harness before and after irradiation at the Dubna IBR2 reator. Absene of liq-
uid argon pollution under irradiation was veried using a dediated setup [18℄
exposed to a neutron beam at CERI (Orleans, Frane).
8
Miro-D twistpin onnetors from ITT/Cannon.
9
Axon' able SA.
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4.2.5 High voltage ables
In order to avoid possible HV disharges or Corona eets in oaxial ables,
single ondutor, PEEK insulated ables were seleted for HV onnetions
(see subsetion 6.3). HV ables were grouped in harnesses of 8. Eah HV able
was soldered to dediated HV boards at the module level. At the path panel
level, an 8-point ustom developed ATI onnetor
10
was hosen.
4.3 Cabling proedure and eletrial tests
The inner radius fae of eah module was abled rst [15℄. To start the sum-
ming boards were plugged into the eletrode onnetors. There are 64 sum-
ming boards for the region 0 <  < 0:8, 96 for the region 0:8 <  < 1:4 and
8 for the region 1:4 <  < 1:475. This gives a summation of 16 eletrodes
in  leading to a  = 0:1 granularity. An eletri ontinuity test ensured
that no signal hannel was grounded. Thin (0.3mm) G10 boards (one for eah
mother board) ompletely overing the summing boards were installed. The
aim of this board is to protet the ables from the ontat of the numerous
solderings on the summing boards. They were bored with holes for signal and
ground onnetions between the summing and the mother boards. The mother
boards were installed by plugging pin arriers going through the mother to
the summing boards via the G10 boards. The able harnesses for signal read-
out and alibration were installed, the low prole onnetors plugged into the
mother boards on one end, the other end being mounted on a metalli path
panel loated in the large jzj region on the module. The ables were xed to
the thin G10 boards using polyethylene able ties.
As the alibration pattern shows regularity and periodiity, a onnetor per-
mutation might not be seen by the eletrial tests desribed below. To elimi-
nate this problem whih has onsequenes on the trigger summation for physis
signals, a ontinuity test was performed, heking that any low prole onne-
tor was at its expeted position. After the tests were performed (desribed
below), thik (2mm) G10 overs were srewed on the internal rings to main-
tain and protet the front ables.
The outer radius was abled after putting the module into a manipulation
frame and rotating it around the  axis. 56 summing boards were installed,
summing 4 eletrodes in  whih leads to a  = 0:025 granularity. This
was followed by a shorts-to-ground test. 14 high voltage buses were installed,
grouping 32 eletrodes in  (orresponding to a    = 0:2  0:2 zone)
with 2 lines supplying independently the 2 sides of eah eletrode. Then 14
thin G10 boards were positioned followed by as many mother boards onneted
10
ATI Tehnologies In.
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to the summing boards by pin arriers with TVS to protet the alibration
resistors against sparks. Six metalli able trays were plaed into the holes in
the external rings and xed in one point using a G10 piee to ensure eletri-
al insulation. In addition they were isolated from the 6 external rings using
kapton foil piees. Signal and alibration ables were plaed in the able trays
between the mother boards (Fig. 20) and the path panels [15℄. High voltage
ables were installed similarly and were soldered on eah high voltage bus.
The zero potential of the alorimeter (absorbers) and the ground of the rings
and of the ryostat are onneted at the feedthrough level [16℄. The ryostat
in ATLAS is eletrially insulated from its support and from the ryogeni
lines.
At this stage three eletrial tests were performed [17℄:
 A rst test (alled TPA) onsisted in pulsing suessively eah alibration
line with a step pulse (rise time 1 ns, amplitude 40V) and reading all signal
lines expeting a signal aording to the alibration sheme. Exponential
type shaped signals orresponding to the harge of the detetor apaitors
through the alibration injetion resistors were reorded. The analysis of the
maximum of the signal shaped with an CR-RC
2
funtion with 13 ns shaping
time [6℄ tested the integrity of the whole iruitry, e.g. the alibration resistor
system or the onnetion of the detetor apaitor to the mother board. In
pratie the step signal was generated by merury relays followed by a (2
64) multiplexer to pulse all alibration lines of half a module. The signal lines
were also multiplexed (2564) and read out by a digital osillosope with an
automati proedure. Fig. 21 shows the results of this test for one module.
Several types of problems ould be deteted: no signal showing a break in the
readout path, a too high signal showing a redued detetor apaitane due
to the detetion ell being disonneted from the readout system. Finally a
too low signal orresponded usually to a slow rising signal, likely assoiated
with a hannel where the braid of the able was not onneted to the detetor
ground. All these problems were repaired during the abling steps.
 The seond test (alled TBF) onsisted in injeting a sinusoidal signal into
the high voltage line and reading out the signal in the middle layer whih
has a large detetor apaitane. This test heks the onnetion of the high
voltage from the high voltage onnetor to the eletrode high voltage layer.
A frequeny between 1 and 20Hz was shown to be sensitive to one missing
eletrode out of 4 in one middle ell [17℄. Fig. 22 shows the results of this
test. The two high voltage lines show dierent amplitudes due to dierent
values of the deoupling apaitanes for the two eletrode high voltage
sides [12℄, useful for nding inverted abling. For setors ut in 2 parts in 
the eet on the TBF test is very lear. The ase of one isolated eletrode
is also learly detetable.
 The third test onsisted in applying high voltage to the module. As the
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alibration resistanes are sensitive to sparks, this test was performed for
only 5minutes at 1 kV when the readout lines were open at the end and
1.4 kV when they were onneted to their harateristi impedane (in or-
der to absorb the spark energy). During the ramping up of the high voltage
(2V/s) the urrents were  10A and the leakage urrents  100 nA after-
wards. A high voltage line might show a trip or a short. If it happened at
warm, the faulty eletrode setor ( = 0:2) ould be isolated and put on
two separate high voltage lines (for the two eletrode faes). If a problem
appeared during the old test and disappeared at warm, a high voltage of
2 kV was applied on this zone (shorting the alibration resistors to protet
them) to attempt to burn the ause of the problem. To redue the size of the
potentially problemati HV zone, the latter was divided in two independant
high voltage zones in , whih required two additional spare lines for the
two eletrode sides.
4.4 Module old test.
After having passed the eletrial tests performed during the abling phase,
the module performane was veried under old onditions in liquid argon.
Four modules, out of 32, had gone through beam tests in a liquid argon lled
ryostat at CERN. The results are reported in setion 9. All other modules
have been tested in liquid argon at the three assembly sites. The old tests
were performed on dediated test stations omposed of a vertial ryostat with
feedthroughs to onnet all HV, signal and alibration lines of the module.
Unlike the other sites, the test station at CERN used the test-beam ryostat
without a beam, with the module in a horizontal position. The tests inluded:
 High voltage at 2 kV for at least 3 days.
 Eletrial ontinuity veriation with a sinusoid wave sent through the HV
lines with signal readout (TBF test).
 Calibration iruit veriation with a square signal sent through the ali-
bration lines with signal readout (TPA test).
The liquid argon test started with the ool-down at a rate of 2K/hour per-
formed by irulating liquid nitrogen in a ooling iruit. This limited the
temperature gradient to 40K over the whole module. During the tests in liq-
uid argon, all HV urrents and test waveforms were reorded. The purity of the
argon bath was measured during the test with an ATLAS-type purity monitor
(see subsetion 5.1), to hek against an aidental pollution of the module.
The warm-up operation was performed with heaters at a rate of 2K/hour
from 90K to 300K. After the test, repairs were done, as explained in the pre-
vious setion, before shipping the module to CERN, where it was stored in
ontainers permanently ushed with dry nitrogen.
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5 Monitoring instruments
The old monitoring omponents on the barrel alorimeter are of several types:
purity monitors, temperature probes, strain gauges and position gauges.
5.1 Monitoring of the purity of the liquid argon
Although the sensitivity to eletronegative impurities in the argon is redued
by the fast shaping
11
, they an still redue the amplitude of the olleted
harge and degrade the performane of the alorimeter. In order to ontrol
the argon purity, 10 purity monitors have been installed on the outer radius
of the alorimeter between the support rings. They are loated in the median
azimuthal plane and at the top and the bottom of the half barrels.
The impurity measurement is based on the energy deposition by radioative
soures in the liquid argon. The ionisation harge is olleted by an eletri eld
and measured by a old pre-amplier. Eah devie onsists of two radioative
soures: an
241
Am soure emits 5.5MeV -partiles and a
207
Bi soure 1MeV
onversion eletrons. The setup of the monitor is shown in Fig. 23. It onsists of
signal gaps for the two soures, whih are made out of polyimide, high voltage
lters and distribution iruits and a single harge sensitive pre-amplier.
Both signals (in the range 2-4 fC) are read out by this pre-amplier at the
same time. The distintion of the ell is done by the polarity of the signal.
In order to extrat the absolute oxygen ontent in the liquid argon, the ratio
of the measured harges Q
Bi
=Q
Am
is used. This is possible beause the depen-
dene of the harge on the impurity level is dierent for the two soures. An
empirial alibration of the signal ratio of the two soures has been performed
and the result is shown in Fig. 24. The obtained parametrization as a funtion
of the temperature and the eld strength has a total error of 15% on the
absolute level of the oxygen ontent. Relative hanges an be measured with
a preision of better than 10 ppb O
2
-equivalent ontamination. More details
about the methods used and the performane of the devies an be found
in [19℄.
11
A variation of 0:1 ppm around 0.5 ppm 0
2
-equivalent purity and a shaping time
of 20 ns translates in a 0:05% signal variation.
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5.2 Other monitors
Temperature probes (PT100 platinum resistors) are loated in the liquid ar-
gon gap, glued on the G10 bar and the absorber in order to measure the
liquid argon temperature where the ionisation takes plae. There are 6 suh
alibrated [20℄ (T = 10mK) probes per module loated in its median az-
imuthal plane, 3 at R = 1500mm and 3 at R = 2000mm regularly distributed
in z, for a total of 192 probes for the whole barrel. In addition 40 probes
are loated on the able trays in order to measure the temperature outside of
the alorimeter and 32 probes are loated on the two rings at largest jzj to
measure their temperatures during the ooling proess. Finally, 8 probes have
been installed on the 4 rails supporting the two barrels to monitor the ooling
proess.
Strain gauges (16 in total) are glued on the external rings 2 and 5 at azimuthal
positions jj = =8 apart from the horizontal plane where the maximum
eet is expeted. These gauges are monitored when a half barrel is rotated
from the vertial to the horizontal position.
In eah half barrel, 4 LVDT type position monitors are xed on the  = 0
external ring. They allow to measure the distane of this external ring to
the ryostat middle ange. They have been beforehand adjusted in suh a
way that one is able to position the beginning of the absorber G10 bars at
jzj = 2mm. They are used while the half barrels are being inserted into the
ryostat and also during the ooling proess and during the transportation
towards the experimental zone.
6 Cryostat and feedthroughs
6.1 Barrel ryostat
The barrel ryostat
12
(Fig. 25) [21℄ an be desribed as a ring dewar made out
of 4 nested aluminium ylinders named respetively outer warm, outer old,
inner old and inner warm ylinder
13
. Aluminium
14
has been hosen in order
to redue the total number of radiation lengths.
12
Overall length  6:80m, the diameter of the inner and outer warm ylinders are
respetively  2:30m and  4:50m.
13
The inner warm ylinder supports in addition the entral solenoid on its exterior,
i.e. the entral solenoid is housed in the insulating vauum of the ryostat. The
inner warm ylinder will also support the ATLAS inner detetor in its inner bore.
14
Aluminium 5083.
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The outer and inner old ylinder are losed at both ends with a bulkhead
reating the so-alled old vessel. In the same manner the outer warm ylinder
and inner warm ylinder are losed with two bulkheads reating the surround-
ing warm vessel. All bulkheads are irular shaped plates with passage holes
to allow the insertion of the inner detetor into the inner warm ylinder bore.
The old bulkheads are bolted and welded
15
to the old ylinders, whereas
the warm ones are bolted and vauum sealed with O-rings. All four bulkheads
and the inner old vessel have tapered walls to minimize the material between
the interation region and the eletromagneti alorimeters.
The old vessel rests on four feet made out of G10 providing eletrial and
thermal insulation. They will shrink during ool down ausing the old vessel
to sag by about 4 mm eventually. Three keys, two ating laterally and one
ating longitudinally maintain its position. Clearanes between keys and key-
ways were neessary to allow the assembly of the ryostat. These horizontal
learanes will shrink during ryostat ool down but there will be remaining
plays of about 1:5mm - they must be regarded as position unertainties.
Therefore, position sensors have been installed between warm and old vessel
to measure possible movements of the old vessel, allowing to eliminate these
position unertainties for the alignment in ATLAS. In order to redue radia-
tive heating of the old mass and thus the required ooling power, a multi-layer
insulation system is installed on the old vessel walls.
In ATLAS, the barrel ryostat will be ollinearly entred in the inner bore of
the tile barrel alorimeter. Beause the barrel ryostat must not touh the tile
barrel alorimeter for mehanial and eletrial reasons, the design inludes a
surrounding gap of about 30mm. With the aim to ahieve an optimal fore
transmission for a 4-point support, the outer warm ylinder is equipped at
the lower half of its two ends with four support interfaes at 45
Æ
, providing
sliding surfaes at 45
Æ
. The entire barrel ryostat load
16
is transferred via
these interfaes and four support plates (Fig. 26) diretly to the saddles that
support the tile barrel, so that no load is applied to the tile barrel itself.
The ryostat was subjeted to numerous tests. Several leak heks and pressure
tests have been performed, among them a 3.5 bar (25% above the maximum
operating value) test for the old vessel. The measured bulkhead and ylinder
deetions were all found to be in agreement with nite element alulations.
The ryostat was ooled down to 80K and lled half-way with `N
2
. No old
spots were found, demonstrating the eetiveness of the insulation in partiu-
lar at the level of entring keys and feet. The heat ondutane was estimated
to be no more than 1W=m
2
.
15
For old testing however, the old vessel was sealed with provisional Omega seals.
16
The overall weight is about 206t - ryostat  25t, 2 half barrel alorimeters
 2 57t, liquid argon  56t, entral solenoid  6t and inner detetor  5t.
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6.2 Signal feedthroughs
64 signal feedthroughs bring 122 880 signal, monitoring, alibration and spare
lines through an insulating vauum, out of the liquid argon environment, into
the warm one. To have onnetion lines as short as possible, there are 32
signal feedthroughs for eah half of the barrel alorimeter, distributed radially
around eah end of the barrel ryostat. They have been designed to minimize
heat ondutane, to aommodate a  1.5 m displaement during ooldown
and to minimize the able lengths as well as the ross-talk level while ensuring
an exellent ground return.
A feedthrough, Fig. 27, onsists primarily of a warm ange and a old ange,
with a exible bellows welded between them and pumped down to about
10
 3
mbar vauum. Eah ange houses 4 pin arriers with a total of 30 insu-
lating glass rows, with 64 gold-plated pins per row, providing a total of 1920
signal onnetions per feedthrough. Heaters (15W)
17
loated on the warm
ange prevent ondensation and frosting. Both anges are interonneted with
at, polyimide strip-line exible 33
 ables. Speial monitoring and ontrol
lines for the feedthroughs, whih do not enter the ryostat volume, are passed
through a lter and follow strit grounding protools, to prevent noise from
being introdued to the signal readout. The feedthrough design is robust in
that a few feedthroughs with substantial leaks in their bellows volume an be
aommodated without ompromising the operation of the alorimeter.
Eah signal feedthrough was old-yled and thoroughly leak-tested. A full
set of eletrial tests was performed during these test yles as well as dur-
ing the entire assembly and installation proess: the eletrial ontinuity and
harateristis of eah line were tested with ommerial ontinuity and time-
domain-reetometry testing equipment. More details on the onstrution and
the tests of signal feedthroughs an be found in [22℄.
6.3 High voltage feedthroughs
A single HV feedthrough port [23℄ is mounted on eah end of the barrel ryo-
stat, lose to its highest point. Eah port holds about 840 HV wires, divided
over four wire feedthroughs. Of these, 714 wires serve the standard HV lines
18
,
the remainder is spares and used to supply single eletrodes or split setors
(see Setion 4.3). Eah port onsists of a single warm bulkhead ereted on
17
Up to 200W an be provided in ase of a leaking feedthrough.
18
The half barrel segmentation is 32  7 2 = 448 hannels (   2 eletrode
sides), the orresponding preshower segmentation is 32 4 2 = 256 hannels and
the purity monitors need 10 HV lines.
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the warm vessel from whih the wire bundle leads to the alorimeter via a
tube onneted to the old vessel by stainless steel bellows, whih provide the
bulk of the heat resistane. The bellows aommodate the relative  1.5 m
displaement of the ryostat vessels during ooldown. The liquid rises up to
the bellows followed by a 70 m high olumn of argon gas at 1.25 bar. Under
these onditions, the heat leak is alulated to be 1 W per port. Warm O-rings
and RF gaskets between the ports and the warm vessel ensure gas-tightness
and lose the Faraday age at the level of the HV lters mounted on top of
the HV feedthrough ports.
The HV wire onsists of a solid 0.41 mm diameter onstantan ondutor
19
with a 0.30 mm thik PEEK (PolyEther-Ether-Ketone) ladding
20
, hosen for
its radiation hardness. All wires are stripped inside the wire feedthroughs and
potted, insuring a full wire ontinuity between the warm onnetors
21
and
the old onnetors on the alorimeter path-panels. As there is no ground
return on the HV wires, great are has been taken in ertifying the wire for
absene of orona.
The wire feedthroughs have been extensively tested, in partiular with argon
at standard temperature and pressure on the old side and  60% RH air on
the warm side of the wire feedthrough. 3 kV was applied at eah individual
HV wire in turn, keeping all other wires at ground. Wires showing more than
2 nA of leakage urrent were either repaired or rejeted (less than 5 suh wires
per feedthrough found). After assembly, the feedthrough bulkheads were fully
He leak heked. After installation, the wiring was tested again at 2.5 kV, and
heked for orret mapping and eletrial ontinuity. More details on the HV
feedthroughs an be found in [23℄.
7 Half barrel assembly
7.1 From the modules to the nal half barrel
16 modules are required to assemble a ylinder, also named 'half barrel'. The
assembly was done in vertial position inside a lean room
22
that provided
suÆient spae for module+bakbone manipulation, for ylinder assembly on
a speial table and for storing a half barrel on a support stand after rotating
it into horizontal position.
19
The resistor is 3
/m.
20
Habia Cable, Soderfors, Sweden.
21
REDEL Kft S-series 51-hannel 3kV onnetors, model SLA.H51.LLZG, Lemo
SA, Switzerland.
22
Class ISO8, temperature (20  1)
Æ
C and humidity (< 50%) ontrolled.
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To ensure the losing of the ylinder, a geometrial survey in R; r; z;  (large
and small ylinder radii, ylinder axis and azimuthal angle) was put in plae.
The rst step onsisted in the materialization of the ylinder axis by reating
a set of referene points in the lean room. Then referene points were also
plaed on the external and internal ring-piees of eah module to be able to
position eah module to a preision better than 0.3mm in spae.
Before rotating the module+bakbone set to the vertial position, spurious
groundings were searhed for and eliminated, and an HV test at 1000V was
performed. The rst module+bakbone set was put in vertial position and
seured on the assembly table. This table is made of 2 half stands, one was
xed on the oor and the other was mobile to allow the opening or losing
of the ylinder. The next module+bakbone set was prepared and just before
being put vertial, the 65th absorber of the preeding module was removed,
opening the gap ommon to the two modules (Fig. 29). Elasti dowel pins were
inserted in the G10 bars and stainless steel dowel pins were inserted in the
external ring-piees in order to blok the radial translation of one module with
respet to the other. The positions in R and z were given by the indexation of
dowel pins ommon to two onseutive bakbones. The bakbones have been
indexed during their mahining in the fatory. The two modules were joined
inside the lean room using a rane and the hinges on the rear fae of the
bakbones. When the hinges were in ontat, they were used as a rotation
axis, the losing plane going from the bakbone rear diameter towards the
internal radius of the module, then tting in regularly the aordion zigzag.
The srews linking the bakbones were tightened and the Cu-Be bolts linking
the external ring-piees were put in plae. The linking of the internal ring-
piees was left free and the learane at small and large radius, r and R, was
measured and registered. An additional HV test at 1000V was performed to
hek that the gap between the two modules whih had been opened still held
the high voltage.
The diÆulty was to lose the ylinder with a minimal learane at the internal
radius r. This learane was due not only to the mounting learane (varying
with z) but also to the variation of the absorber span due to the old test in
the test ryostats and to the bulging in vertial position. These parameters
had been arefully measured after the old test. Furthermore, one a new
module+bakbone set was added to the ylinder, the learane with respet
to the preeding module and the position of the new module was measured.
Taking into aount all these parameters the position of the next module was
dened. The rst 15 modules were assembled as dened above. For the last
module (beause of aordion shape), one needed to reopen the ylinder (8
modules on the xed half stand and 7 on the mobile half stand) in order to be
able to position the last module. One done, the mobile half stand was moved
to lose the ylinder again.
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When fully assembled, the srews between bakbones and those between ex-
ternal ring-piees were tightened to the desired torque. A general map of the
learanes at small radius was measured. Jigs installed on the internal ring-
piees ensured that the learanes were equally shared between modules. These
nal learanes were measured and the titanium links between internal ring-
piees were mahined aordingly and then xed on the ring-piees. The last
operation done with the ylinder axis vertial was the installation of presam-
pler rails. The mounting rails for the presampler were srewed on vertially
to the internal rings of the alorimeter with a learane of 0.1mm. Sine the
rails are made of a material whih has a lower shrinkage oeÆient than the
absorber bars, all mounting holes exept the one at  ' 0 are oblong to let
the rails shrink dierently than the alorimeter.
Before rotating the ylinder, it was hermetially sealed for dust protetion.
The roof of the lean room was opened to use the hall ranes. To rotate the
ylinder, a jig xed to the lateral bakbones was used (Fig. 30). The ylinder
with its axis horizontal was put on a dediated stand.
To insert the presampler, an adjustable platform was built. The position and
the height of the platform were adjusted in front of the half barrel. The alu-
minium prole ontaining a presampler setor was then installed onto an in-
sertion tool plaed on the platform (Fig. 31). The position, alignment and tilt
of the insertion tool and the prole, i.e. the setor, was adjusted using a laser
pointing system. The presampler setor was pulled out of the aluminium stor-
age prole with a able attahed to a winh and thus pushed onto the rails
at the internal fae of the alorimeter like a drawer. Finally, the presampler
setor was attahed to the alorimeter at  = 0. The gap between neighbour-
ing setors is nominally 0.4mm at room temperature and it turned out to
be neessary to adjust the shell tightly around eah presampler to maintain
suÆient learane.
After the insertion of eah presampler setor, its eletrial onnetions were
systematially tested by injeting low frequeny sinusoidal signals and test
pulse signals in a similar way as for the validation tests at the prodution
sites. An insulation test at 1.4 kV was also performed for at least 1/2 hour. In
a few instanes when problems were found (three HV short iruits and one
broken solder joint), the setor was removed and repaired or replaed by a
spare one.
The last operations onsisted in the installation of the heat exhangers through
the  > 0 external rings, of the  = 0 external ring equipped with position
monitors and of the sliding rails needed for the insertion of the alorimeter
inside the barrel ryostat. The  = 0 ring (very lose to the plane z = 0) was
xed to the sliding rails, whereas the other rings, thanks to oblong holes, are
allowed to slide on the sliding rails during the ool down. As the sliding rails
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were made of the same aluminium alloy as the ryostat itself, one an x them
at the end of the ryostat and have a negligible displaement of the  = 0
ring with respet to plane z = 0 during the ool down. The alorimeter was
deoupled from the 10 bottom bakbones before being transported.
8 Detetor insertion into the ryostat - warm and old tests
8.1 Half barrel insertion, onnetion and test
In order to insert a half barrel into the ryostat an insertion stand was set
up in front of the open ryostat - a massive support struture with rails of
similar shape as the support rails inside the ryostat. Stand and rails were
aligned with respet to the ryostat rails. The half barrel was lifted out of the
assembly lean room with an overhead rane (one wall and the eiling had to
be dismounted therefore) and plaed on the insertion stand. The remaining 6
bakbones were then removed. A temporary lean room was ereted enlosing
the insertion stand, the half barrel and the ryostat opening.
Before pushing the half barrel inside the ryostat several tests have been ar-
ried out. At rst a high voltage test was performed applying up to 1000V
to the EM alorimeter and Presampler. High voltage problems whih had o-
urred during the half barrel assembly, rotation and transportation were then
treated with the tehniques desribed in setion 4.3 for one single module.
Finally the eletrial insulation of the alorimeter ground (absorbers) relative
to the external rings was veried. The half barrel and its assoiated aluminium
sliding rails were inserted inside the ryostat by sliding them onto the ryostat
rails. The half barrel was positioned at 2mm from the z = 0 plane thanks to
the position monitors and the sliding rails were xed on the ryostat rails at
z = 3200mm.
Dierent geometrial measurements were then performed. Using the referene
points plaed on the external and internal absorber G10 bars during the half
barrel assembly, the irularity of the half barrel at the inner and outer radius
and at z=0mm and at z=3200mm was measured. The deformation due to
the weight of the alorimeter was learly seen (Fig. 32) and is in a fair agree-
ment with a nite element alulation as shown in Fig. 15 for the outer radius
for both half barrels. The enters of the tted inner and outer irles oinide
to better than 0.5mm. Finally the sagging of the absorbers was measured as
a funtion of the azimuthal angle, with a maximal value of 2.5mm near the
horizontal plane.
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Due to diÆulties in the positioning of the half barrels inside the ryostat, both
half barrels will be at old 4 mm too low and 2 mm laterally displaed with
respet to the ryostat's entral axis [24℄. Part of the vertial misalignment
will be ompensated by positioning the ryostat inside ATLAS about 2 mm
higher than originally planned. The remaining misalignments will be orreted
by software.
The eletrial insulation was heked again before onneting the feedthrough
harnesses. These ables were rst heked for possible permutations not de-
tetable by the alibration tests as desribed in setion 4.3. In total for eah
half barrel, 960 signal harnesses and 96 high voltage harnesses were onneted.
The standard sequene of tests (TPA, TBF, high voltage at 1400V) was per-
formed from the base planes of the front-end rates, the front-end eletronis
being installed later. TPA test results for the entire alorimeter, inluding
the presampler, are shown in Fig. 33. Aeptation riteria for missing han-
nels have been dened beforehand and were ompared with the test results
in Table 3. The number of dead signal hannels for alibration over the entire
alorimeter is below the rejetion thresholds exept for the barrel end (0.15%
instead of 0.05%). There were no attempts to repair these faulty hannels, as
it was onsidered too risky for the detetor.
The TBF tests were performed. Pulsing a HV line with a low frequeny sig-
nal and reading out the assoiated signal ells allows a full debugging of the
geometrial mapping of the HV lines, espeially the spare ones.
No additional high voltage problem at 1400V appeared after insertion of the
alorimeter in the ryostat. In total, 21 eletrode setors ( = 0:2), out of
a total of 14336 (0.15%), having shown a problem in one side at warm are
powered separately. Furthermore 23 eletrode setors, out of a total of 448,
whih had a problem only at old have been subdivided in 2 (2.6% of half
setors). The eet of not supplying high voltage to one side of the eletrode
was studied in the test beam. A slight deviation to the expeted fator 2 in
the signal height observed at the transition region with a good setor was
understood as a geometrial eet and is well reprodued by simulation and is
therefore easy to orret for. For the presampler, out of almost 44 000 anodes,
6 were ompletely disonneted due to HV short iruits, 5 anodes had one side
disonneted for similar reasons. In addition 18 HV resistors (out of almost
175 000) showed a bad ontat after installation in the ryostat, i.e. in total
less than 0.03% of the HV resistors are removed or faulty.
The LC value, produt of the indutane by the apaitane of a readout ell,
needs to be known to better than 1% to ahieve preise signal reonstru-
tion [28℄. Moreover, a ontrol of the nal geometry was performed omparing
the apaitane values with expetations. The measurements proeeded as
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Table 3
Table showing the number of hannels in eah alorimeter layer, the predened
aeptable maximum rate and number of faults, the faults found after insertion at
warm and afterwards at old.
Layer Nb of hannels Max. rate Max. nb. Nb. found Nb. found
aepted aepted at warm at old
presampler 7808 0:05% 4 0 0
strips 57216 2/mod. 64 9 11
middle 28672 0:05% 14 2 5
bak 13824 0:05% 6 0 4
barrel-end 2048 0:05% 1 3 3
alibration 8192 0:05% 4 1 1
follows: a sinusoidal signal produed by a network analyser, with frequenies
ranging from 10 kHz to 150MHz by steps of 100 kHz, was injeted into the
alibration input of the base-plane onnetors. The output signal had a res-
onane frequeny whih gave the desired information (
0
=1/(2
p
LC)). All
readout ells of middle and bak layers of the entral alorimeter were mea-
sured at room temperature. The obtained output signal is shown in Fig. 34,
for a typial middle ell. The resonane frequeny 
0
is plotted as a funtion of
the middle ell position in  in Fig. 35, for ells belonging to the four middle
regions  < 0:4, 0:4 <  < 0:8, 0:8 <  < 1:2 and 1:2 <  < 1:4. Inside
eah suh region, the observed small variation in  agrees with the indutane
variation from hannel-to-hannel due to the summing board. The absolute
resonane frequeny dereases from the rst to the last region, as expeted
from the inreasing ell apaitane with pseudorapidity.
Similar operations (able onnetions, TPA, TBF, HV and LC tests) were
repeated for the seond half barrel. All this work was performed in a losed
and lean environment, without any speied leanliness lassiation.
8.2 Calorimeter ooling operations
Before ooling the barrel alorimeter, it was neessary to remove all the on-
taminants present in the ryostat or in the alorimeter. This was ahieved
by pumping and then lling the ryostat with lean and dry argon gas. This
operation was repeated until the remaining traes of air and water in the ar-
gon ontained in the ryostat orrespond to a purity better than 100 ppb of
O
2
-equivalent.
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The ryostat and the alorimeter are made of materials having dierent ther-
mal oeÆients. Therefore small temperature dierenes may indue una-
eptable onstraints or displaements. For example the two half barrels lie on
aluminium ryostat rails and are xed at the end of these rails. Under small
temperature dierenes between the half barrels and the ryostat, the two half
barrels may ome loser to eah other and an be damaged.
In total 7 temperature and 8 displaement riteria were dened to form a om-
mon interlok stopping the ooling proess. Thermal models [26℄ were made,
by deomposing the alorimeter into several subsets (ryostat, external rings,
absorbers, internal rings) to estimate a reasonable exhange power (4 kW) in
a free onvetion mode. A temperature dierene (ÆT = 40K) between the
input and the output of the heat exhangers satises the above temperature
riteria and allows to extrat the 8GJ of the ryostat and of the alorimeter
at a speed of 0.25K/hour. The alorimeter ooling indeed lasted 800 hours.
From warm temperature down to 120 K the ooling proedure was ahieved
by a fored irulation of old gaseous nitrogen in the heat exhangers of the
half barrels (4 in total). By adjusting the temperature of the inoming old
nitrogen and its ux, one was able to satisfy the ÆT = 40K ondition. The
ryostat was lled with gaseous argon maintained at a pressure of 1300mb. At
about 120K, the exhange power beame ineetive, therefore one irulated
pressurized liquid nitrogen in the heat exhangers instead of gaseous nitrogen.
At the end of the ooling, around 90K, a small amount of argon (about 100 l)
was liqueed in order to homogenize the temperature inside the ryostat. This
was done to ease the transfer to the ryostat of the neessary 40000 l of liquid
argon. To limit the pollution to an aeptable level (less than 100 ppb O
2
-
equivalent) the liquid transfer was done through an oxygen lter.
The temperature stabilisation inside the ryostat was ahieved by adjusting
the pressure and the liquid perentage of the nitrogen irulating in the 4
alorimeter heat exhangers and the 2 feedthrough heat exhangers. The tem-
perature dierenes between the input and output of the heat exhangers were
small, therefore meaning that all the ÆTs in the alorimeter were also small.
The total heat leak was estimated to be less than 2 kW in agreement with ex-
petations. The non-uniformity of the argon bath in this free onvetion mode
was less than 500mK between the top and the bottom of the alorimeter and
less than 50mK between the 2 half barrels and between the left and the right
part of the alorimeter.
After emptying the ryostat of the liquid argon, the alorimeter underwent
the warming up proess. The warming power (4 kW) was supplied by resistors
lying on the bottom of the ryostat outer old ylinder. The warming opera-
tion respeted the same temperature and displaement riteria dened for the
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ooling operation. Fig. 36 shows the temperature variation from the ooling
down to the warming up of the alorimeter and the temperature dierene
between the warmest and the oldest temperature probes of the alorimeter,
inluding its rings and supports.
8.3 Calorimeter old tests
The ryostat stayed full of liquid argon for 2,5 months. During that period a
sequene of eletrial tests and measurements was performed on the detetor
to qualify it. As a rst step, the nominal high voltage (2000V) was applied on
the entire alorimeter and presampler. However, a redued voltage (1200V)
was applied on setors ut in two parts (see subsetion 4.3). Short iruits were
found on seven HV lines orresponding to    = 0:2  0:2 setors, on
one line orresponding to a    = 0:2  0:1 half-setor and on a few
isolated eletrodes. (No aeptane loss is expeted as it onerns only one
side of the eletrodes). The voltage was applied on all valid hannels for an
averaged duration of 10 full days with a satisfatory stability in time.
The purity of the liquid argon was measured over the full period with the 10
monitors loated in the ryostat. The purity was found to be stable in time
with a value around  100-150 ppb of O
2
-equivalent.
The TPA test was repeated as before ooling. A total of 23 dead hannels (11
in the strip layer, 5 in the middle, 4 in the bak, 3 in the barrel end and one
open alibration line aeting 8 bak hannels) were found. This is below the
level of 0,5 per mil given as aeptation riteria (see Table 3).
Other measurements to eletrially qualify the system were undertaken. The
alibration and adaptation resistanes were measured with a 2 point method
from the baseplane. This was performed using a preision ohmmeter, allowing
to determine all resistor values to better that 0:1%. The LC measurement
was repeated. Finally time-domain-reetometry (TDR) measurements on all
the alibration hannels will allow to understand the attenuation and the
behaviour of these lines. These were also performed on dead signal hannels
in order to determine the loation of the problem. All these data will be used
later to understand and improve the signal reonstrution and the alorimeter
response.
A front-end eletronis rate, overing a zone   = 1:4 0:2, or half a
module, was installed. The nal front-end eletronis [25℄ was tested as well as
its assoiated nal low voltage power supplies. The inoherent and oherent
noise levels reorded in the three gains were fully ompatible with the design
values, in the presene of all the monitoring probes and with the high voltage
system onneted and operational.
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In addition the entral solenoid embedded in the ryostat was tested at 1.9 Tesla
for 5 hours. Under this ondition high voltage was partially raised on the
alorimeter with no problem and the purity monitors were demonstrated to
work orretly. Finally the eet of the eld on the temperature probes was
found to be negligible.
9 Test beam results
Four series modules, inluding the assoiated presampler modules, have been
subjeted to test-beam, with a setup inluding a dediated ryostat and mov-
ing table allowing detailed position sans. These tests have been arried out
on CERN's SPS H8 beam line, using eletron and positron beams with vari-
ous energies. A omprehensive analysis of module performane, inluding the
data from the four tested modules together, is being nalised [27℄. Of utmost
importane to the physis performane of the nished alorimeter are the en-
ergy resolution and response uniformity. Sine these performane parameters
depend heavily upon the quality and reproduibility of the onstrution of the
detetor, we present here some testbeam results related to the resolution and
to the response uniformity. At low energy, the alorimeter response to mini-
mum ionizing partiles has allowed us a detailed exploration of the material
struture of the detetor.
The energy resolution has been studied using eletron beams of energies vary-
ing from 10 to 245GeV. Eletron andidates have been seleted by requiring
a minimum amount of reonstruted energy in the alorimeter. Pions, muons
and o-momentum partiles in the beam have been removed by applying var-
ious quality uts on the information from the beam instrumentation. The
eletron energy is reonstruted by summing the alibrated energies deposited
in the various alorimeter ompartments. In the middle ompartment, the en-
ergies of 3  3 (  ) ells, entered around the ell with the largest energy
deposit, are summed together. The energies deposited in lusters in the other
ompartments, 24  1 ells in the front ompartment, 2  3 ells in the bak
ompartment and 3  1 ells in the presampler are summed together. These
luster sizes have been hosen to over at least the same area as in the middle
ompartment, and are similar to those foreseen for ATLAS. The fration of
the total eletron energy olleted within the whole luster amounts to more
than 90%. To orret for the energy loss upstream of the alorimeter (mainly
due to the ryostat walls), for longitudinal leakage at the bak of the detetor,
and in order to optimize energy resolution, weights have been applied to the
energy deposited in the presampler and bak ompartment. The experimental
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measurements, after noise subtration, have been tted with the expression :

E
E
=
a
p
E
 b
where a is the stohasti term, and b the loal onstant term reeting loal
non-uniformities in the response of the alorimeter. The energy E is expressed
in GeV. Fig. 37 shows a typial t result for one beam position in  ;  with
a = 9:4%and b = 0:1%, the onstant term is relative to only one ell. All
these results are in agreement with dediated Monte-Carlo simulations of the
test-beam setup and with measurements done with a full size prototype [28℄.
The response uniformity has been measured using an eletron beam of 245
GeV. Non-uniformities in the detetor response, oming from mehanial, ge-
ometrial, alibration and material eets, translate into a onstant term in
the energy resolution formula. The ATLAS goal is to ahieve a onstant term
of 0.7% or smaller over the full alorimeter aeptane. The measured ell
non-uniformity is 0.6% as shown in Fig. 38. This result was obtained by on-
sidering 515 middle ompartment ells whih orresponds to a whole module,
exluding ells lose to the edges and those lose to the transition between
eletrodes A and B. The performane obtained, both for the energy resolution
and for the response uniformity, meet the physis requirements.
Sine muons are non interating partiles, their energy deposit is muh more
loalized than the eletron energy deposits. Typially, they only ross one
middle ell in  and 1 or 2 in . They an be used to study the ne struture
of the alorimeter, without having to deonvolute the eets of the showering
proess. Fig. 39 left shows the muon energy deposit in the front ompartment
as a funtion of  . The variation with  is linked to the depth of this om-
partment (f Fig. 7). The signal over noise ratio, evaluated as the ratio of the
most probable energy deposit divided by the r.m.s of the pedestal, goes from
7 to 12 for middle ells. Fig. 39 right shows the signal for the  = 0:6 ell.
10 Conlusions
The physis to be studied at the LHC imposes very stringent onstraints
on the eletromagneti alorimetry. Furthermore the harsh environment of
the LHC requires the tehniques to be pushed to the limit. These onsider-
ations led ATLAS to hoose a liquid argon / lead sampling alorimeter with
an aordion geometry. Four out of 32 series modules have been alibrated
with eletrons. The results obtained on the uniformity response, the energy
and position measurements meet the needed speiations. The onstrution
of the barrel alorimeter has taken eight years from the rst designs to the
nished detetor. All along the onstrution, from omponent onstrution,
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module assembly, ylinder assembly to barrel insertion inside the ryostat,
quality assurane measures were taken to minimize detetor imperfetions.
The same are was brought to the onstrution of the ryostat and assoiated
feedthroughs. At the end of the onstrution phase, i.e. after the old test
of the whole barrel, the number of defets, suh as dead signal hannels or
faulty HV setors, is well below the predened aeptation riteria. The next
important step is the installation in the ATLAS pit in its nal position.
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Fig. 1. First half barrel inserted inside the ATLAS ryostat.
43
Fig. 2. One partly staked module. The 6 outer rings on whih are srewed the
absorbers an be seen. Also the bakbone (yellow part) and the assembling benh
(white part) are visible.
44
Fig. 3. The upper gure shows the absorber prole and a sketh of a stak of 5
absorbers. The lower gure shows the piling up of the absorber sandwih with the
2 lead thiknesses, before folding the absorber in an aordion shape.
45
Fig. 4. G10 bar: transverse view drawing showing the 2=1024 angle and piture of
a bar setion (10 m long) showing holes for dowel pins and ut-outs for onnetors.
46
Fig. 5. Upper drawings : standard ring-piee ; lower drawings : ring-piee at the
level of the ryostat rail.
Fig. 6. Inner ring piture.
47
Fig. 7. Upper part: ethed pattern, before folding, on A+B eletrodes signal layer.
Lower part: piture of a setion, about 50 m long, of an A eletrode, before folding,
showing the ethed pattern of the HT layer where the resistive silk-sreened pads of
arbon-loaded epoxy ink an easily be seen. (The opper strips between onnetors
have not yet been removed.)
48
Fig. 8. One spaer resting on one absorber.
Fig. 9. A presampler module with its motherboard.
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Fig. 10. Upper plots : Distribution of the normalized lead thikness for all the  ells
of all the absorbers of the barrel alorimeter. The eet of optimizing the arrange-
ment of onseutive absorbers an be seen in the redution of the rms of the sliding
average, 0.31% (right upper plot) instead of 0.44%. The thikness for eah middle
sampling ell is alulated by taking the average of all the measurements on the lead
plate, that fall within the orresponding ell  range. From the r.m.s. of the distribu-
tion of the sliding average of the normalized thikness over 5 onseutive absorbers
(upper right plot), it is possible to dedue that the ontribution of the residual
lead thikness inhomogeneities to the onstant term [9℄ is 0:31%0:6 = 0:19%. The
normalized lead thikness as a funtion of  or absorber number shows that there
are no systemati trends (lower plots).
50
Fig. 11. Piture of the heating press where the absorber is plaed for uring after
folding.
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the absorber mean thikness (left plots), and of the thik-
ness averaged over 5 onseutive absorbers (right plots) versus  for the 2 half
alorimeters. The stability of the prodution hain is at the level of 1%.
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Fig. 13. The left plot shows the distribution of the absorber thikness and the right
plot shows the distribution of the absorber thikness sliding average. The mean
thikness is 2.21mm, and the rms are respetively 0.011mm and 0.010mm. As for
the lead, the r.m.s. of the distribution of the sliding average of the thikness of 5
onseutive absorbers (right plot), is used to give an estimation of the orresponding
ontribution to the onstant term, as being this r.m.s. divided by the distane
between two absorbers and multiplied by a numerial oeÆient (0.3) due to the
drift veloity dependene on the eletrial eld [10℄. This gives a ontribution to the
onstant term of 0.07%.
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Fig. 14. Dierene between atual and nominal thikness for 30 bathes of 16 ex-
ternal bars and 30 bathes of 16 internal bars. On average the bathes are a bit too
thin (average -0.09mm, rms 0.02mm).
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Fig. 15. The upper plot shows the radial deformation in mm under load of the
prototype ring as a funtion of the azimuthal angle .  = 0
Æ
and  = 180
Æ
orre-
spond respetively to the bottom and top ring-piees and  = 90
Æ
to the 2 support
ring-piees. A positive (negative) value means an inrease (a derease) of the nomi-
nal ring radius. Blak dots and blak squares orrespond respetively to the left and
right side of the ring. The ontinuous urve is the result of a nite element alula-
tion. The 2 lower plots show the deformation of eah half barrel at jzj = 3200mm
and at the level of the external ring, one inserted in the ryostat. The open squares
show the average deformation between the left and right side of the barrel.
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Fig. 16. Tooling used to produe a spaer.
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Fig. 17. The top left plot shows the normalized gap thikness dedued from the gap
apaity mesurements. The top right plot shows the same distribution using a sliding
average over 5 onseutive gaps, quantity used to determine the ontribution to the
onstant term. The bottom plots present the rms of the normalized gap thikness
for eah module.
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Fig. 18. Distribution of the impedanes of the 25
 and the 50
 ables. This mea-
surement was performed by utting a 70 m piee at the end of eah 200m long
able oil.
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Fig. 19. Average and rms propagation time (per meter)of 4m long 64-hannel har-
nesses equipping the barrel from  = 0 to  = 0:2. The vertial lines separate
dierent bathes from the manufaturer.
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